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Herman Dooyeweerd, 1894-1977:

Faithful Thinker

by Hendrik Hart

Herman Dooyeweerd died in his 83rd year on Saturday, February 5, 1977,
in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Though he had been a heart patient for
the last fifteen years, this great Christian statesman in the world of

( scholarship died of lung cancer which had been recently discovered.
All of his children, who live
in all parts of the globe, were
with him at his death.

He is mourned by thousands of
Christians, especially those
with an interest in scholar
ship who deeply care about the
Christian life as it is manifest
beyond church walls. But they
will not mark his death as a
tragedy. Rather, as his
children expressed it in the
announcement of his death, they
will be thankful to God for
what they received, in the gift

4q of Herman Dooyeweerd.

Not many scholars live sixty
years beyond the day they get
their Ph.D. degree, and even
fewer can celebrate the
fiftieth anniversary of
becoming a full professor.

Such gifts that long liLe
brings were given to Dooy’eweerd.
And he used them to share with
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all of us his rich insights. Ear forty years he himself saw his work
influence countlss scholars. For twenty .y’ears he saw his writings
translated into English, a world language. And for a full decade he
rejoiced in seeing an institution established in a foreign land, our
Institute for Chris ti.n Studies, where his thInking was thankfully
accepted as a worthy instrument for the Integration of scholarship
exercised in obedience to God’s Word. Dooyeweerd’s appreciation for
the .AACS and the Institute for Christian Studies resulted in his
leaving the bulk of his huge personal library to the Institute.

There can be no question of the importance of Dooyeweerd’s Christian
leadership nor of the biblical spirituality of his influence.
Indeed, many would use the wordsof Hebrews 13:7 to express their
feeling about him: “Remember your l\eaders, those who spoke to you
the Word of God; consider the outcome of their life, and imitate
their faith.” As a leader he was typical of those born in the
previous century. He carried himself as a man of several generations
ago. He was virtually a renaissance man, learned in many areas in
addition to. law and philosophy which he fully mastered, appreciative
of many areas of culture, widely travelled, himself a pianist, an
aristocrat in speech, dress and manners. He never failed to inspire
awe and a sense of distance in young moderns. Yet he was close
enough to our generation to be able to appreciate the spiritual
revolt against the typical forms of evil that characterize our day.
His own thinking had been in tune with such protest long before it
became fashionable. He himself furnished important tools for the
battle against injustice in government, oppression in the marketplace,
irrelevance in the university and pollution in the environment.

Few people know that ]Jooyeweerd never taught philosophy. His
university position was in the field of law. But most of his
published works by far- - and it would take close to twenty pages to
list them--are on philosophical topics. It is as a Christian
philosopher that he will be remembered. That he will have a place
in history is almost certain, since in his lifetime the titles of
publications in the English language alone dealing with his thought
require twenty-five pages to list. And there are quite a few other
foreign languages in which his thought is being actively discussed,
including Africaans, German, French, Spanish and Japanese.

As a philosopher Dooyeweerd made at least three unique contributions
to the history of philosophy. The foremost of these is his stress
on religious unity in philosophical thought. No Christian thinker
before Dooyeweerd ever .broke.so radically with dualism or
.acëommodation with non-Christian thought. He stands in a long
tradition of Christian thinking, but before Dooyeweerd God’s
revelation in Christ was. never seen as the central integrating unity
in. philosophic thought. Philosophy and theoretical thought had
always been understood as requiring a base of secular thought on
which the revelation of God’s Word was added. Dooyeweerd showed
conviiicingly.that there is nosuch thing as autonomous secular
thought Scholarship always arises out of religious commitment, (
which for a Christian means that all his thinking must consciously
arise oiit of his life’s foundation in Christ This anti-synthetic
character of true biblical scholarship was discovered by Dooyeweerd.
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This discove:ry led tc .Dooyeweerd’s second unique contribution to the
history of philosophy. -ie saw that the entire body of scholarship
had to be spiritually eformed, had to be radically renewed. He set
himself to the task of torking out a systematic program for the
Christian reformation of scholarship that is unique to the history of
Western thought. No Christian thinker before him had the vision of
laying out n breadth and depth the technical contours of an entire
system of biblically oriented ülosophic thought. It was an enormously

‘ ambitious program. It included reconstructing such fundamental
disciplines as cosmology (nature of the universe), anthropology (nature
of man) , epistemology (nature of knowledge), a theory of human society
and a theory of science. It went beybnd that also to a program to
reform the philosophy of the special scientific disciplines. It even
indicated how the integration and unification of the sciences, such a
great need in our age, might occur.

Dooyeweerd’s third important contribution to the history of philosophy
was his demonstration that scientific work is not religiously neutral.
Already it is commonly recogiüzed that science is not autonomous and
neutral. The publication in 1935 of the New Critique of Theoretical
Thought was intended to contribute to the efeat of neutral science
at a time when few such contributions existed at all. And certainly
none could match this one in religious integrity, scholarly
respectability or scope of development.

There are other contributions, many of them of great significance.
But these stand out and are likely to endure for some time. These
contributions were directly born out of his biblical Christian faith.
When he visited the Institute in Toronto in 1970 he quoted the apostle
Paul: “Whatever is not of faith is sin” (Romans 14:23). All our work
must be “of faith”, and he said that his hope for his own work was
that it might be born “of faith”. Yet he was humble enough to know
that most of it would go the way of all flesh.

That memorable visit to the Institute in the summer of 1970 was the
last in which most of us saw him in the line of work. We were in the
middle of a three week seminar in the philosophy of science. We held
a public interview with Professor Dooyeweerd in a Toronto church, and
a few days later those of us attending the seminar had an afternoon’s
discussion with him at the farm home of a friend near Hamilton.

The Institute for Christian Studies would probably not exist today if
it were not for the work of Dooyeweerd. At the Institute we try to
honour him not by slavishly trying to cling to him, but by simply
going onward in the task of the reformation of scholarship. I am
certain that he himself would measure his blessings in this regard by
the ability of those he influenced to advance beyond his own work.
Without Dooyeweerd we would not be where we are, but in clinging to him
we would not go where he would? love to see us go. So we hope to continue
to honour him by forging our ay ahead. But we also hope that his
spirit will continually accompany us in the sense that we continue to
hold to the idea that all scholarship must be rooted in Christian faith
so that faith is integral to our scholarship. On that point we wish
to stand right with him for all time to come.
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An introduction to three Junior Members

by Niki Lazaridou Moquist

Occasionally during the year Perspective mentions the names of ICS
Junior Members, but who are these people? In this artice we would
like to introduce you to Massimo Rubboli, Mieke Markus and Mark Okkema.
They come from diverse backgrounds, yet all three have remarkably
similar incentives for studying at the Institute.

MASSIMO RUBBOLI

Massimo Rubboli came from Italy to study at the Institute and to do
research work in the area of philosophy of history. He is concentrating
on Reinhold Niebuhr. Prior to coming here Massimo was a research
fellow at the University of Perugia.

Massimo’s main reason for attending the ICS was to be able to do
research work in a Christian community. He feels that his year here
was of great benefit and the ICS met his expectations of studying under
the guidance of a specialized group of Christian scholars dealing with
philosophical issues.

It is interesting to note how Massimo came to know of the Institute.
He first heard of ICS at the Urbana 1970 Conference of the Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship through AACS members who were attending it. Some
time after that he wrote to inquire for further details, but

unfortunately the address of the
Institute was changed and his letter
was returned to Italy. It was not
until 1975 when he happened to be
reading an English evangelical journal
that he found the new address. He
inquired again and shortly afterwards
began corresponding with Dr. Thomas
Mclntire, who acquainted him with the
work of the Institute by supplying him
with ICS materials and exchanging ideas.

Massimo was accompanied during the year
by his wife, Tina, and their 4.year old
daughter Eliza, which eased his adjust
ment to a new country. Another factor
that helped was his earlier year (1970-71)
at Regent College, Vancouver, B.C.

The Rubbolis comment that they have
greatly benefitted from worshipping with
the Campus Community of the CRC on the
University of Toronto campus. They are
returning to their home near Florence,
Italy in mid-April.
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MIEKE MARKUS

Mieke Markus is a Canadian. She did
her undergraduate work at the
University of Guelph. It was during
her last year at Guelph when she
attended informal meetings of a small
group of students studying Contours
of a Chris ti an Philosophy b
L. Kaisbeek and other reformational
works that she learned about the
work of the Institute.

Mieke was able to visit the Institute
during the year and to interact with
ICS members. She realized that
studying at the Institute for a year
would enable her to form a better
Christian perspective in her field
of interest, aesthetics, and a good
base for her tentative teaching career.

After coming to the Institute last fall she found that there were other
areas that she wanted to explore, especially psychology and ethics.

( Mieke is working towards a one year general Certificate for Christian
Studies. She participates in a tutorial given by Dr. James Olthuis and
occasionally attends aesthetic seminars.

Mieke sees a real need for the ongoing theoretical work of the Institute
and hopes to keep up with it after she leaves through papers and other
materials put out by ICS members.

MARK OKKEMA

After public high school in his hometown of Chatham, Ontario,
Mark Okkema attended Dordt College. According to Mark, he owes much
of his three year study at Dordt to the gentle but persuasive advice
of his parents. Not only his family, but also a supportive segment
of the Chatham Christian Reformed community led him to an early
awareness of the Institute.
During his third year at Dordt
he decided to attend the Institute.
His decision was finally confirmed
during his one-year stay at Calvin
College.

Thus, Mark’s attendance at the
Institute reflects a gradual
deepening of commitment in the
Christian lifestyle of which the
Institute is a part. To his
knowledge there is no other
graduate setting where he can use

Perspective newsletter is published bi
monthly with an extra issue in January by the
Association for the Advancement of Christian
Scholarship, 229 College Street, Toronto,
Ontario Canada M5T 1R4.

Authorized Second Class Postage pending, to
the USA and Territories, mailed from the
AACS Foundation, 1677 Gentian Drive S.E.,
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49508. All other
copies mailed under authorized Second Class
privileges from Toronto, Ontario. Send all
address changes and other inquiries directly
to AACS, 229 College Street, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M5T 1R4.
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the gifts God has given him in a
manner that will help to “confirm
him in his call and election”.

Currently Mark is working toward
an M.Phil. in aesthetics under the
supervision of Dr. Calvin Seerveld,
building upon his undergraduate
studies in philosophy and English
literature. Ilark hopes to
intensify both those studies along
with his aesthetics. He hopes that
his present studies will lead to
Ph.D. work in the future.

Whatever the future holds for
Mark, he is convinced of the integral
role the Institute will play for the
rejuvination of the larger Christian
community and the secular culture
which surrounds it.

*7iki Lazaridou :loguist is AACS secretary

OPPORTUNITY TO SUPPORT THE OF AC3 AND THE Ir!STIT’JTE

This newsletter contains articles and advance notices about the
ongoing programs of tile AACi and Institute for thristian Studies.
Our work depends on tile prayerfully offered donations of Christians
worldwide who see tile need of our witness in Christian higher
education. If you would like to share the resources the Lord has
given you by making a donation to AACS, please send your donation
to the following addresses to receive a receipt for tax purposes:

In Canada In the Netherlands

AACS Mr. J.J. Molenaar, Secretary
229 College Street .

Toronto, Ontario
Calvinistic World Association

M5T 1R4
Potgieterweg 46
Heiloo

In the u.s. (gironummer 17 75 496)

AACS Foundation
1677 Gentian Drive S.E.
Grand Rapids, MI 49508

Mark Okkerna



1977 Niagara Conference to be held
July 29 — August 1

The 1977 AACS Niagara Conference will focus on the place of work and

labour in our lives and in society at large. It will be held July 29-

August 1 at Niagara Christian College in Fort Erie, Ontario. The

purpose of the conference will be to foster an understanding of what

the Scriptures say about our work before the face of God, how labour is

seen and structured in our society today, and how we experience our

work daily. The conference speakers and, participants will deal with

these themes in lectures, discussions and workshops.

The conference will include two major lectures. The first, by

Ed Vanderkloet, Executive Director of the Christian Labour Association

of Canada (CLAC) is entitled, “Why work anyway?”. Dr. Sander Griffioen,

Senior Member in Economic Theory at the Institute, will give the second

lecture, which is entitled, “Beyond the Adversary System”.

Five workshops will also be offered during the conference:

Can workers share responsibility C.J. Vanderlaan, CLAC Director

for the affairs of the company? of Trade Locals, Chatham, Ontario

Purposes and limits of K. Vreugdenhil, executive,

the management Union Gas Ltd., Chatharn, Ontario

Being fed up with the job Sylvan Gerritsina, businessman,

St. Catharines, Ontario

Women, work and vocation Mary VanderGoot, Assistant Professor

of Psychology, Calvin College,

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Couples talk about the impact Mary VanderVennen, Family Counsellor,

of work on their families Christian Counselling Services,

(panel discussion) Toronto, Ontario

This conference is being planned in close cooperation with the Christian

Labour Association. By working with our sister organizations like

CLAC, the AACS hopes to test and share some of the insights developed

in the work of the Institute with groups whose work focuses on a

partiular facet of life.

This family conference will again be held at Niagara Christian College,

just across the Canadian border southeast of Niagara Falls (Ontario).

The facilities include two dormitories plus camping facilities.

Participants cook their own meals or take their meals in the cafeteria.

Cornplet-e details about the 1977 Niagara Conference will be mailed in

brochure form to all people on our mailing list who live in Ontario,

Pennsylvania and New York. Additional brochures are available by

writing AACS.

Other AACS conferences will again be held in Alberta, British Columbia

and New Jersey. Details on these conferences will be included in the

next issue of this newsletter.
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AACS launches Membership Drive (

Are you a member of the AACS?

If not, you probably received an invitation to
become an AACS member in the last week or two.

• The AACS has launched a membership drive in April
using the theme “Dare to be a Daniel”. We are
sending membership invitations to all those on our
mailing list who are not yet members. We are also
placing ads describing the work of AACS and the

V Institute in ten Canadian and U.S. magazines. Th.ese
ads invite readers to write for membership information.

D reto AACS members in fifty communities in Canada are
assisting our membership drive by encouragingDaniel interested people in their area to become AACS members.

What does it mean to be a member Of the AACS? Membership means mutual
commitment. We who are members make a commitment. We affirm that we
hold to the religious vision and educational objectives of the
Association. We pledge to support the work with prayer, money,
expressions of good will for the AACS, and constructive criticism. Our
collective commitment allows the AACS to make plans and back them up
with the money it takes to carry them out.

In its turn the AACS asks people to become members on the basis of the (stated aims and religious vision of the Association, and on the
strengths of the programs it conducts to carry out those aims. AACS
promises to hold faithfully to its religious basis and to do its best to
carry out its plans and programs. It promises to be a good steward of
the money and other resources people entrust to its work. AACS also
promises to tell members openly what it is doing, and to give careful
attention to the advice of its members.
Thus, membership iS a toV way street. It takes trust both ways. The
trust relation is renewed when the member pays his membership dues
and makes other donations. At the same time, the AACS reports on the
progress of its task in advancing Christian scholarship and the ways

it is using the money it receives.

Are you a member of AACS? If not, we invite you to join us.

Dear AACS,

Please send me more information about AACS membership

— I want to become a member of AACS. I subscribe to your Purpose and
Educational Creed. Enclosed are my membership dues of $25, (student
membership is $5).

I’d like sets of membership invitation to give to friends.

Name

___________________________________________

(print)
Address_________________________________________

_______________________________Code

Return to AA.CS, 229 College Street, Toronto, Ontario M5T 1R4
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Former students reflect on ICS experience

by Mary Gerritsma

This is the second in a series of Perspective articles, on former ICS
students. Fiarry Vander Velde and Earl Groenewegen evaluate their
Institute experiences, reflecting mainly on the extent to which the
lOS met their personal hopes, needs and expectations. Perspective
readers, in turn, should evaluate the comments of Harry and Earl in
order to better understand the ICS place in our Christian communities.

Neither Harry nor Earl completed degrees at the Institute, partly
because requirements for degrees were not spelled out when they were
students as specifically as they are now. Harry works as AACS
bookkeeper, has recently been promoted to AACS Business Manager, and
is studying for professional certification with the Society of Industrial
Accountants. Earl presently works as a house painter and interior
decorator. Both Harry and Earl comment to some length on the place
that study and theory had in their lives at the time they were at the
Institute and where they are now in regard to it.

HARRY VANDER VELDE WORKS OUT REFORMATIONAL COMMITMENT IN “GENERAL LIVING”

Harry Vander Velde, an Ontario resident born in The Netherlands, studied
philosophy at the ICS from 1970-1974, the earliest years that the
Institute had full-time students. As a Christian coming from a secular
Ontario university, his deepest interest was in epistemological questions
(questions about knowledge) . As a Dutch immigrant, he felt “uprooted”
and eagerly wanted to study philosophy from a Christian perspective.
The Institute was a natural choice. It cane from the same Dutch
Reformed tradition Harry knew so well, but yet it assumed a critical
attitude toward that tradition.

The first few years Harry read widely and took part in seminars led by
Henk Hart and other professors. During his last year he studied mainly
on his own. He wrote a major Biblical commentary on the book of Ruth.
This was published and is read and studied by present students in the
ICS Biblical Foundations course. Harry remembered that there wasn’t
much structure at the ICS in those early years, but he himself did
better theoretical work in that type of setting.

Originally Harry had hoped to become a teacher/scholar. These initial
hopes about what the Institute would enable him to do did not
materialize and his studies were not “rounded off” with a degree, which
“would have been nice”. However, during his final years at the
Institute his concept of himself and what he should do in the future
changed considerably. His decision to go into the field of accounting
involved a positive choice about his future, both with respect to
the use and growth of his personal talents and to the contribution he
could make to the Christian community. His studies at the Institute,
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he feels, have certainly given him the
inclLnation and some tools to look, at
the field of accounting and finance in
a normative, critical way.

Harry recognizes, of course, that his ICS
studies were highly theoretical. He feels
that the Christian community has a need for
people who are theoreticians, but that
their theory’ should always be tested by
practical, concrete life.

There will always be a gap between
theory and practice. Theory can only
come to its own through practice.
Theoreticians should be members of a
body that is larger than themselves
and to which they contribute their
talents. However, in many life
situations there are no easy theore
tical answers. The answers often
come only through courageous action
that is motivated by a sincere faith
and a desire to be obedient to the

Harry Vander Veide Lord, but which does not presume to
have all the answers.

In addition to his work at the AACS, Harry is treasurer of the Board
of a Christian housing cooperative called Innstead. Work for the
co-op is a very practical matter but one to which Harry feels a deep
commitment because he shares the ICS vision of the reformation of
all life.

To work this out in “general living” is a very practical, but
often difficult, matter. It involves not only the assumption
of inner attitudes and convictions but also a great deal of
emotional and personal growth (the growth of inner strength).
Study by itself can only contribute to this in a minimal way.

In rettospect, I think that it was a privilege to have been a
part of a community that was honestly trying to theoretically
flesh out a biblical vision of creational reality in its many
dimensions. I feel that the ICS is a genuine attempt by
Christ believers to serve the Lord in their academic and
teaching lives. But the ICS has to decide whether it wants to
be primarily a research centre where Junior Members tune in to
whatever research happens to be going on at the time that they
are at the Institute, or whether it wants to first of all be a
graduate school which leads students from point A to point B.
I think that the AACS/ICS has been a blessing to my life, I am
thankful for it. I certainly think that within the reformed
tradition, it has been a force for good, and I hope that it
will always strive to be obedient to the Gospel.
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FORMER POLJTtCAL THEORY STUDENT ENDS ACADEMIC CAREER

The ICS always attracts many part time students. Earl Groenewegen
studied history and political theory part time at the ICS from
1973-1975. Simultaneously he as enrolled in courses at the University
of Toronto. I asked Earl what motivated him to come to the Institute
after graduating from Trinity Christian College in Chicago.

did not come, as some did, to learn about a reformational
world and life view. I knew the basic ideas of the ICS before
I came. I was “born of Kuyperian stock” I was attracted
to the Institute because they called it a community of scholars
which for me meant two things. First, I hoped that the ICS
would break out of the kind of institutionalization of learning
that students experience as slaving for grades and degrees. I
wanted to learn at my own pace, not a pace set by an institution.
Second, I longed for a community where the ideals of an opened—up
Christian life style could be expressed in a way that would help
me to “find myself” in scholarship.

Earl’s focus of study both at the ICS and at the University of Toronto
was on the bureaucracy of the state. With C.T. Mclntire he studied
the history of the institutionalization of politics and the state.
With B. Zylstra he focused on the nature of the organization and
administration of the state from a philosophical and foundatiunal angle.
For a seminar on the Secularization of Western Societies, Earl wrote a
paper called “The Evaluation of Efficient Democracy in the Canadian
City”.

These kinds of issues may seem a lofty
preoccupation for someone who is presently
engaged as a painter and interior decorator,
but the contrast may not really be as
strange as it first appears. Earl spoke
in some depth on why he was led into practical
work after having participated in scholarly
debates on the philosophy of the state for
two years.

Just because my interests led me into
painting doesn’t mean I’m not actively
thinking and dealing with some of the
theoretical questions I studied at the
Institute. I never define myself as a
painter as if I’m filling some functional
role in society. At the Institute I
soon discovered that the whole matter of
institutionalization was much more than a
theoretical matter. I came to dislike
institutionalization in a thorough
sense.

For now Earl accepts the fact that his
academic career has endea and has led him Earl Groenewegen
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I
instead into a small painting partnership. He feels that his witness

in this area of work is an important one.

At the ICS I learned that institutionalization, primarily the

way people deal with human relationships, is carried out in

the most efficient way. This can lead, in its most exaggerated

sense, to the bureaucratization of life. In theory, I learned

that this was not the norm for politics but that justice was

the norm.

Learning this led Ear], to a deep personal struggle. He felt less and
less inclined to pursue his quest in a theoretically oriented place
like the Institute. His main goal was to live in a community with
people who shared the same desire to build places to live and work
where people’s needs could be met. He felt strongly that alternatives
to rational efficiency were non-rational in character.

I found the theoretical focus at the Institute was not non—rational,
and that is why we dealt with norms rather than concrete and

immediate needs. I found agreement and community with Drs. Zylstra

and Mclntire on finding alternatives to rational efficiency, but

I wanted to deal with this in more than a strictly academic way.

At the Institute the discussions never got further than norms,

never specifically on people’s needs. Technocracy and capitalism

at the ICS were dealt as ideas, but these are not ideas; neither (
are the needs of people within the system of technocracy and

capitalism. This criticism is also a self criticism. I still
struggle “in a shadow of the ICS”. In fact, I live only five

blocks away!

Earl’s commitment to struggle toward Christian alternatives to rational

efficiency led him into painting because he had previously painted
during sununers to earn money for college. Now, working cooperatively
with his partner, he sees real blessing on his work in that the human
relationships that developed in his work, both with his partner and
with those for whom they paint can be non-institutional, even anti-
institutional.

As a partnership, our work situation is a witness against the
bureaucratization of the work place. I try to make relationships
in my work personal, never primarily functional.. My flexible work
schedule allows me to fill other needs in my life too, This is
liberating after being in school all my life.

Earl is thankful that his study at ICS led him to the point where he is
now. A particular blessing to his life, he feels is the Christian
community surrounding the Institute in Toronto, especially many former
ICS students.

I think my desire for a change—over in life style couldn’t be met
first of all by a change in idea patterns, even though this was
necessary too. My needs were met by accepting the brokenness of
our situation and trying to meet those needs in a total way with
others communally. Needs are not weaknesses that hinder us from
doing theoretical work. They are just part of how people are.
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Guest lecturers spark discussion at ICS

We have been fortunate to have several guest lecturers at the Institute

in the last few months. These lectures usually are arranged by an

individual Senior Member, either through personal contact with a

fellow educator, or simply through a desire to make a person

with particular insight available to the ICS community. The following

reports recount briefly the content of three of these talks.

Towards a society ith’out

Many people live in the anticipation of catastrophe. Pol1ution

resource depletion, food shortages, nuclear weapons, war- —one of these

will raise a global hand of destruction soon. Does our society which

nurtures such terrors have a future--does the world? On November 12,

a fellow Christian social theorist, Peter Nijkamp, professor of

economics at the Free University of Amsterdam spoke to ICS Junior and

Senior Members on that topic: “Towards a Society Without a Future,”

also the title of a book he has published in the Netherlands.

( Humankind is heading toward nowhere if we continue down the paths of

economic/technological expansion led by the god of “Holy Growth”, said

Nijkainp. This false god has enslaved western nations and dictated

their policies for years, with ruinous global effects now becoming
apparent. Warned by the reports of the Club of Rome as well as their

personal experience of degeneration, people-on-the-street as well as

economists are searching for a new perspective. Economists are
finding it in the “paradigm” (model, ideal) of a “steady-state
economy”: an economy which is in balance with respect to scarce

resources, and is marked by use of durable goods, by recycling and

by practicing selective “organic” growth. Nijkamp reported that the

leaders of some European countries are beginning to make economic
policy according to these concepts.

Nijkamp offered valuable criticism of
some current responses to the present
crises, such as the Club of Rome reports,
Boulding’s “spaceman economy”, and
Heilbroner’s latest prophecies of doom.
It is only the limits pressing upon them,
the fact that human survival is threatened,
that is forcing humanists to call for
economic responsibility.

The Christian’s response to these conditions
is not to fear- - the end of the ages is in
God’s hand--but to go on being obedient to
God’s laws of stewardship and justice. We
are driven to reform not by fear of disaster
but by the original and continuing Word of Dr. P. Nijkamp

God that we be stewards of the earth and
give answer to God for our neighbour’s
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welfare. So it is not a question of survival, but of obedience.

Obedience leads to survival.

Social critics such as the Club of Rome fail to deal with these

questions, Nijkamp pointed out. In their theories, man is simply a

mechanism determined by outside conditions which will force him to

change or destroy him. In place of “survival tactics”, Ni.jkamp

offered some principles of “obedient responsibility”. Discussion

centred on the basis for optimism or pessimism in the light of the

coming Kingdom of God, and on the causes of world poverty.

*Copjes of Dr. Nijkamp’s speech are available from the ICS for 5Oc.

*A report by Joyce RiJ.,bens, who is a student in Economics and

a free lance writer.

Faith and Philosophy

On November 19, Dr. Henry Pietersma, Associate
Professor of Philosophy at the University of
Toronto and a graduate of Calvin College,
reflected at ICS on the theme, “Faith and
Philosophy”.

Maintaining that the Ch.ristian intellect is
“situated by God’s revelation in Jesus Christ”,
Prof. Pietersina emphasized that this intellect
can be healed and liberated, making the task
of Christian philosophy inevitable. The
question that arises is that of the relation
of the Christian philosopher to those who do
not share the Christian faith.

Emphasizing the essential goodness of the
creation, and redemption as the reaffirmation
of that creation, Prof. Pietersma stressed the

Prof. H. Pietersma fact that the essential structures of creation
are present to all of mankind. Thus, a

believer can discuss their disclosure with a non-believer through

cooperative,, rational argument. In the event of disagreement,

one should not be too quick to attribute such conflict to a basic

difference in faith. Rather the Christian should continue the

attempt to arrive at the truth (made possible by “the reaffirmation

of rationality”) via “courageous persistence in continuing discussion”.

While recognizing that there may be varying faith-commitments among

philosophers in a discussion, Prof. Pietersma distinguished between

“internal” and “external” questions. Internal questions are those

wherein it is possible for one to step outside of oneself in order

to see the other’s point of view. External questions, however, constitute
the “Achilles heel” of a discussion in that the choice of certain

presuppositional stances cannot knowingly be seen.

Prof. Pietersma emphasized that the task of the Christian philosopher
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is “to transpose Biblical points of departure into the thinking and

language with which. we work”, but he also held that “if there is no

fact which. is not theory-attacked, then there would be no discussion”.

The answer to this relationship between internal and external questions

for Prof. Pietersina seemed to lj.e in hIs conviction that “Christianity

will ultimately be confirmed by rational discussion”.

Pointing out that there are many areas where we can understand the
point of view of non-Christians because of the commonality of creation,

Prof. Pietersma’s lecture emphasized an attitude of openness. Yet the

discussion seemed to highlight the other side of the coin, that
insight into the created order depends on one’s faith-commitment. All
agreed that while not wanting to lose itself in synthesis with the
world, neither can Christianity take on an attitude of arrogance. A
blend of both cooperation and discernment was perhaps best evidenced
by the agreement to continue discussion with Prof. Pietersma.

report by Terry Tollef.gon, who is a Junior Member enrolled in the

M.Phil. program in theology.

Responsibility in Sociology

In recent years, the Institute has begun branching out more into the
area of “social science”, with the addition of Sander Griffioen in
economics, greater emphasis in psychology,, and publications such as
Jim Olthuis’ Pledge You Troth.

Thus we were very pleased to have sociologist Dr. David Lyon, a
visiting professor at Wilfrid Laurier University (Waterloo, Ontario)
join us for a Thursday afternoon in February. Lyon, a lecturer in
sociology at the University of Bradford (Bingley College) in England,
is the author of the book, Christians and Sociology (IV Press, 1975 UK,
1976 USA) an important bookfor ChristTs in the social sciences. His
dissertation involved a socio-historical
study of belief change in the England
of the 1870’s, and he is now working on
an intellectual biography of Karl Marx
from a Christian perspective. When
Jim Olthuis lectures on Marriage,
Family and Friendship at Regent College
(Vancouver, BC) he will be able to “put
heads together” with Lyon, who will be
giving a course there, entitled
“Towards Christian Understanding in
Sociology”. We were privileged to
spend some time with this servant of
the Lord who is doing very important
foundational work in the social sciences.

The title of Lyon’s lecture was
“Reciprocity and Responsibility in
Sociology’. After reviewing current
trends in sociology, Lyon exposed the
fallacy of the notion that “science”

II

Dr. David Lyon
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is an objective, neutral element. Rather, there is a reciprocity
effect, by which the scientist’s mere presence, and the nature of
his study will effect a situation. And, even more importantly, the
scientist’s study will have further ramifications after it is done
for “to know is to change”, and thus, both scientist and situation
are changed.

Now aware of the reciprocity element, the Christian is challenged
to responsibility. Lyon discussed this responsibility in terms of
family studies (e.g. effects on troth), and criminology (e.g. ethics),
two classic areas of sociological interest.

He said that the Christian sociologist has responsibility to and
responsibility for his research and studies. First to God, and
then to himself and his neighbour. The responsibility to self and
neighbour is only meaningful in terms of relationship to God.
Therefore a Christian’s sense of responsibility will be much different
than that of the servant of some other god, because of the different
way in which the relationship is shaped. Responsibilities for, are
for longterm evaluations of the course of history (prophetic function)
and for decisions about what should be studied, and how, in what
ways, with what norms. The Christian sociologist develops distinctive
presuppositions and uses these to critique and develop other
sociologies. Therefore Christian sociology is responsible for,
and obliged to, lay bare the foundational roots of other sociologies. (
A constructive question period was spent in further discussion of
Lyon’s theses, and then in application to career experiences of
members of the audience.

Lyon’s lecture was an important calling-to-task to the social
scientist who is attempting to develop a biblical, Christ-centred, and
Chris t-honouring work.

*The text of David Lyon’s lecture is available from the Institute for 5Q?

*A report by Lynda Kosowan Hines, who is the secretary of the Institute.

We were grieved to learn of the death of Prof. Dr. Hans Rookmaaker,
age 55, who was Professor of Art History at the Free University
of Amsterdam, in The Netherlands. Dr. Rookmaaker had accepted
our invitation to speak at the ICS Aesthetics Summer Course,
July 5-15, led by Dr. Calvin Seerveld. Dr. Rookmaaker is well
known for his contributions in the area of art history and is
the author of Modern Art and the Death of a Culture and other books.
His presence in the world 1Tiistian reflection and living will be
sorely missed.
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Loan funds needed

AACS will need up to $100,000 this
summer for renovations to the six
storey building we own in Toronto.
About 80% of our buIlding will be
empty as our tenant, the Metro
Toronto Library, moves out of
229 College St. to its own new
building. To meet the expected
requirement of new tenants we
will probably need to install new
partitions, air conditioning,
improved electrical service, new
carpeting, and do considerable
painting.

We will be doing this work as
economically as possible, but
the investment in making the
space attractive to tenants must
be made. We have about 25,000
square feet of space the public
library will be vacating, which
is the equivalent space of 25
homes of 1,000 square feet each!

The building itself, purchased
in 1972 for $550,000, is now at
more than a million dollars.
Rental income in 1976, not
counting the space we use ourselves,
was $145,500. Our present capital
indebtedness is approximately $363,000.

AACS can borrow the money we need from our local bank at the current
interest rate of 10 3/4%, but we wish to give our members and friends,
who may have money in a savings account drawing 5% to 7% interest,
the opportunity to help themselves and the AACS. We are offering to
borrow your money at 8%,or less if you are willing to donate some
interest money. The term is for five years, but you may request
repayment in 30 days if you wish. To U.S. lenders we pay interest
and repay principle in U.S. funds. The loan agreement is in the
form of a promissory note certificate.

To arrange to lend money, or to ask questions, write to:

Business Manager
MC S
229 College Street
Toronto, Ontario M5T 1R4

i• *L v —v

or call collect at 416-979-2331
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Houtman joins staff of Christian Stewardship Services

Harry Houtman plans to start work for the
Christian Stewardshi.p Services (CSS) on
July 1 as Executive Director and Fieldman.
CSS was recently organized to serve Christian
people and a wide variety of Christian
organizations, including the AACS, by
offering stewardship planning services.
People throughout Canada will be able to
use these services in seeking to know how
best to serve God and his Kingdom through
the financial resources God has given theni,
both in caring for the needs of their
families and in contributing to the Church
and to Kingdom causes.

Harry has served AACS with distinction in
a variety of positions in the six years he
has been a member of the staff. In 1971
he started as field representative bringing
the work of the AACS to people throughout
Ontario. In 1972 he moved to the Toronto
office where he was placed in charge of

AACS finances, both in raising money and in the wise spending of it.
In 1975 when AACS needed to increase the fund raising and development
staff beyond the divided time Harry was able to give it, Harry was
given the choice of concentrating on fundraising and development, or
in business management, and he chose the latter. His experience in a
wide range of AACS activities, and his personal contacts over the years
with a large number of AACS members will certainly be missed. Harry
is the kind of person who cannot be replaced in an organization- -you
can only appoint a successor whom you hope will be able to do the
work effectively in his own way.

Harry has been involved with CSS from the very beginning, and until
his appointment was vice-president of the Board. The CSS Board had an
intensive and wide-ranging search for its first staff member, but in
the end decided that Harry was clearly the best qualified person for
the position. Because we believe that is true, and because Harry will
be serving AACS as well as many other Christian agencies, our regret
at his leaving AACS is tempered by the assurance that this move is
God’s will.

In his letter of resignation, Harry stated, “I have worked with my
colleagues at AACS with considerable enjoyment and appreciate their
work, personality and idealism. It is with sadness that I leave; I
know that I will miss them greatly....Both. Tine and I wish God’s
blessings on the AACS and its work. We pray that the vision of its
work and task may continue, that it may challenge the community to
live all of its life to God’s honour and glory.”

Harry Houtman

We wish. Harry every blessing of God In his new position and his
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pioneering efforts for CSS, and we urge you to give him the warmest
welcome when he comes to you on behalf of CSS, for he will be bringing
you a service in the name of Christ.

AACS staff changes
The AACS is pleased to announce that
Dorothe Ellens joined our staff in
February, taking the position of
Development Coordinator. Dorothe graduated
from Trinity Christian College in 1976 with
a B.A. in English. She comes from
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario.

Dorothe’s primary responsibilities involve
scheduling and managing various Development
programs, which include promOtional and
fund-raising mailings, the production of
Perspective newsletter, and making arrange
ments for conferences, lecture tours and
summer courses. She is also responsible
for maintaining our donor records and our
mailing list. She works as an assistant
in this work to the Director of Development.

HARRY VANDER VELDE APPOINTED AACS BUSINESS MANAGER

We are happy to announce that the Board of Directors has appointed
Harry Vander Velde to the position of Business Manager of AACS. You
will notice two articles in this issue of Perspective that relate to
this: one is the announcement that Harry Houtman is leaving AACS to
serve as Director of the Christian Stewardship Services, and the other
is an article by Mary Gerritsma on Harry Vander Velde’s study at ICS
and his subsequent work.

The staff and Board are very thankful that God has provided Harry
Vander Velde to move into the vacancy created by Harry Houtman’s leaving.
He has been more than bookkeeper at AACS, the position to which he was
appointed in 1975. He has taken initiatives to reorganize our
accounting system to bring it more in line with other organizations
like ours, and has shown in many other ways a strength of insight and
judgement that reflect ability to give leadership in an executive
position. Because Harry is already familiar with our systems he will
not need extensive orientation. As Business Manager Harry will be
serving in three main areas: financial management, supervision of the
physical plant and relatians with our tenants, and the management of
office and personnel services.

We warmly welcome Harry Vander Velde to this position to which he has
been promoted, and ask you to support Harry in your prayers.
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Studies in Aesthetics, July 5-15, 1977

The Institute is offer:ing a two week summer graduate course, July 5
to 15, which will deal with the beginnings of aesthetic theory in
the 18th Century and how this still shapes our aesthetic thinking
today. The course will also include lectures on the history of art
and principles of art and literary criticism.

Dr. Calvin Seerveld, Senior Member in Aesthetics at the Institute,
will be giving the unifying series of lectures. Other Christian
scholars, including Dr. Geoffrey Payzant, Professor of Philosophy
at the University of Toronto, Hollis Rinehart, Professor of English,
York University, Toronto and Dr. Nicholas P. Wolterstorff, Professor
of Philosophy at Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Michigan will also
give presentations.

This summer course is intended for college and university professors
who teach art and literature, and for graduate students in these
areas.

/t
All sessions will be held at the Institute for Christian Studies.
The fee for this two week course is $80. Write to ICS,
229 College Street, Toronto, Ontario M5T 1R4, for more information
and a registration form.

ICS News
* Dr. Hart’s paper, 7’The. idea of Christian scholarship”, is

included in the new book Christithi. Higher Education.: the
contemporary challenge, the proceedings of the First International
Conference of Reformed Institutions for Christian Scholarship,
held in Potchefstroom, South Africa, in September, 1975. The
book contains 35 papers written by leading Reformed Christian
scholars throughout the world. The papers are grouped under the
major headings: The Christian Scholar, and Coordination
Between Christian Institutions. The book is available for
$14.95 from Wedge Publishing Foundation, 229 College St. , Toronto.

* Dr. Calvin Seerveld’s “Cultural Objectives for the Christian
Teacher” has been translated into Spanish under the title

“Objetivos Culturales para el Docente Cristiano”. This 55 page
work (mimeographed) is available from the Latin American
Educational Committee (LAEC) by sending $2.75 to: L.A.E.C.,
Box 6151, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506, U.S.A.

* 1e were very happy to receive recently the bulk of the library
of a Christian Reformed pastor who has retired in Ontario. The

600 volumes include many unpublished manuscripts and dissertations
that are uniquely valuable for our research work.
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* Al Wolters has recently returned from a two week lecture tour for
AACS in western Canada. He gave a talk entitled “The struggle for

obedience in scholarship” in nine centres in Ontario, Manitoba, Alberta
and British Columbia. He discussed with many: AACS members and friends,
as well as non-supporters, the place of the Institute in the body of
Christ. On secular university campuses he met many Christian professors
and students, Inter-Varsity campus workers and others interested in a
biblical re-direction of the world of scholarship as it exists in the
university.

* In April, Dr. Hendrik Hart will make a two week lecture tour for
AACS to ten centres. In addition to talking with university students,

Christian school teachers and other interested Christians, he will
present his slide lecture entitled, “South Africa: Behind the Headlines”
in the following cities:

Thunder Bay, Ontario Friday, April 15

Winnipeg, Manitoba Saturday, April 16

Calgary, Alberta Monday, April 18

Lethbridge, Alberta Tuesday, April 19

Red Deer, Alberta Wednesday, April 20

Edmonton, Alberta Thursday, April 21

Neerlandia, Alberta Friday, April 22

Vancouver, B.C. Saturday, April 23

Smithers, B.C. Monday, April 25

Terrace, B.C. Tuesday, April 26

* On January 26, Lambert Zuidervaart, ICS doctoral student in aesthetics
specializing in musical aesthetics, addressed the question “What has

Music to do with God?” before the University of Toronto Faculty of
Music Christian Fellowship. The series included four other sessions
exploring what music has to do with the Gospel, the Christian, the
Church, and Anyone. Zuidervaart’s talk was greeted by a vigorous
discussion which raised some key questions about how Christians are to
be the salt of the earth today within their musical engagements.

The following Monday Lambert led the staff of the Willowdale Christian
School (Ontario) in a workshop on music curriculum, as part of their
professional development day. He had been invited to speak on the
basis of work he did last year for a chapter on music curriculum for a
book called “Shaping School Curriculum: A Biblical View”. This book is
edited by Mrs. Geraldine Steensma and Mr. Harro Van Brummelen and will
be published by Signal Publishing/Consulting Corporation, in
Indiana, U.S.A.
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AACS summer course to focus on
‘Biblical basics for a Christian philoophy’

The AACS is offering a two-week summer course on the (theme, “Biblical basics for a Christian Philosophy”,
July 18-29. The course will be led by Dr. Al .Wolters,
Senior Member in history of philosophy at the Institute.

This fourth annual Basic Issues Course will show how
fundamental biblical themes open up new perspectives
for a reformational world-view and philosophy. In
lectures and discussion, Dr. Wolters and the
participants will explore some leading ideas of a
Christian philosophy, specifically taken from the
Amsterdam school of philosophy.

The course is intended for all who are interested in
deepening their understanding of important biblical
concepts for a Christian philosophy for their life
and work. It will be especially helpful for those in
leadership positions in the Christian community:
teachers, campus workers, pastors, elders, and youth
leaders.

All sessions will be held at the Institute for Christian
Studies. The fee for this two week course is $80.
Write to the AACS, 229 College Street, Toronto,
Ontario M5T lR4, for more information and a
registration form.
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